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in traffic operation are still single-loop. Although several
algorithms have been developed for single-loop speed estimation,
how to obtain an enough accuracy is still an open question [9],
[10]. Therefore, the design of a strategy for vehicle classification
to be robust against speed variations using only one loop is the
main motivation of this work.

Abstract— Inductive Loop Detectors (ILD) are the most
commonly used sensors in traffic management systems. Using
the acquired inductive signatures, most proposed systems
classify the vehicles using a criterion based on the estimation of
the vehicle length, which requires to have a good a-priori
estimate of its speed. Contrary to such standard proposals, in
this paper we present a method for vehicle classification based
on the criterion of the Fourier Transform (FT), which shows
several interesting properties: firstly, robustness against
variations in vehicle speed or constant acceleration, and
secondly, only one inductive signature is required. Our method
will be evaluated using real inductive signatures captured with
a hardware prototype also developed by us.

Thus, we will propose a method based on analyzing the
inductive signatures in the frequency-domain instead of working
in the time-domain. Considering now the coefficients in the
frequency domain, the first peak is determined and,
subsequently, compared with a threshold value obtained from a
training step. In order to test our method, we will use inductive
signatures captured with our prototype (SiDIVS) at a certain
place in Galician: the AC-523 road (Ledoño-Meirama, Spain).
The results show that our method, referred to as Fourier
transform-based method in the following, provides greater
accuracy than a traditional vehicle length-based strategy.
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I.

Introduction

This paper is organized as follows. Section II shows the
practical implementation of the SiDIVS prototype. Section III
presents our classification method. Simulation results obtained
using the real signatures captured with SiDIVS are presented in
Section I V. Finally, Section V is devoted to the conclusions.

Since its introduction in the 1960s, Inductive Loop Detectors
(ILDs) are the most common sensors used in traffic
management systems. ILDs have been widely used for tasks such
as vehicle classification [1], [2], vehicle re-identification [3], and
speed estimation [4].
There exist different implementations of ILDs. In the
US4680717A patent [5], a multiplex system for vehicular traffic
detection with a single oscillator is presented. Recently, a detector
of multiple vehicles requiring multichannel acquisition of analog
signals has been developed in [6], which made it overly complex.
Furthermore, due to the function not being fully multiplexed and
to the use of the same frequencies in near loops, such
development causes significant interferences between channels. In
[7], we have proposed a multiplex system for a Simple
Detection of Inductive Vehicle Signatures (SiDIVS). Our
proposal implies a fully multiplexed system that avoids the
interference between loops thanks to a very simple and almost
fully automatic digital measurement process. Therefore, it does
not require neither the use of complex and expensive analog
processing circuits nor of analog signal acquisition methods.

II.

SiVIDS Prototype

The SiDIVS prototype includes hardware and software
elements needed for both signature measurement and registration.
In this paper we will describe only some of the most interesting
aspects, and we suggest to see more details in [7]. The
implementation has eight channels, allowing the registration
of signatures of up to four lanes with dual loops in each lane or
of up to eight lanes with simple loops in each lane. This
covers most of the existing types of roads and makes the
system easy to be built thanks to the availability of a large number
of standard circuits with eight channels, like multiplexers,
decoders, buffers, etc.
The oscillation circuit employed in the proposed
implementation is the well-known Colpitts oscillator, since it is
the simplest resonant LC oscillator. The pulses from the oscillation
loop that has been selected as input are carried to a counter
input, so that when a fixed number of pulses, denoted as m, is
reached, the measured clock signal periods, denoted as N, are
captured from a timer working at the frequency of the
reference clock signal, f r . The use of eight oscillators instead of a
single one allows us to avoid the introduction of an analog
multiplexer into the oscillation loop, which would be an
additional error source. The output signal of the multiplexer is
carried to a shaping circuit, which converts the sinusoidal
signal at its input into a digital pulse. That digital pulse is the

Most traffic classification systems need accurate and reliable
speed estimation with the shortest possible time delay to determine
control strategies. Traffic speed estimation using dual loop
detectors can be accurate for most cases [8], but it requires an
adequate maintenance of both loops. Moreover, most loop stations
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input at the counter in the micro controller, which manages the
entire system.
Due to the large amount of data captured by the system, a
Compact Flash (CF) memory is employed for the recording of
the signatures that will be subsequently analyzed by a computer
using signal processing algorithms. This off-line work will
allow us to perform the vehicle classification for monitoring
and control applications of vehicular traffic.
For the implementation of our system we have chosen the
AT89C51RE2 microcontroller since it incorporates the
comparison and capture units needed in our application and it
can be easily interconnected to a CF memory bus.
Fig. 1 shows a picture of the implemented hardware
prototype. The left side of the board includes the eight
oscillation circuits with multiplexing and a 16-pin connector for
the connection of the eight inductive coils. The right side
contains the micro controller and a Real-Time Clock (RTC)
circuit with a lithium battery providing the date and time. The
CF memory card used for the storage of the captured signatures
can be seen at the bottom. One of the main advantages of the
proposed system is that it can be implemented at a very low
cost, thanks to its simplicity.

Fig. 1. Photo of the hardware prototype.

where l is the loop length (that it is assumed to be the same
for both loops).
Since we are interested in classifying the vehicles
accordingly to three types i.e., cars, vans and trucks, we will
have to determine two decision values or thresholds, denoted as
1 and 2 . Instead of using pre-fixed lengths, such thresholds will
be obtained from a training step by minimizing the classification
errors between similar vehicles i.e., cars-vans and vans-trucks.
Therefore, using this length-based criterion, the estimated
length L̂ is computed from each acquired signature and,
subsequently, compared with the test thresholds as described in
the following rule,

The oscillation period of the coils is continuously measured
to determine the reference value of each coil at rest, i.e.,
without the presence of a vehicle. With the objective of
adapting to the variations in the environmental conditions
indicated by the coils, an adaptive algorithm is employed to
correct the reference value accordingly to such external factors.
When the measured period of a coil is less than its reference
value, which means that a vehicle is over the coil, the
corresponding entry is made in the internal memory, storing the
inductive signature of the vehicle.
III.

Lˆ   1  Car,
 1  Lˆ   2 Van ,
Lˆ   2  Truck.

Classification Methods

This section will describe our proposed method to classify
vehicles as opposed to standard strategies that have been used for
this purpose.
A.

B.

Since two inductive signatures are obtained from each
passing vehicle, the traditional method to classify vehicles
consists of estimating their length. Let tii and tfi be the initial
and the final time instants of a vehicle in the loop i (i=1, 2),
respectively, and d the distance between the initial point of
both loops. The vehicle speed is then computed as follows

d
.
t  ti1

(1)

2
i

The length estimate of a vehicle, denoted as L̂ , can be
obtained by using the following expression

Lˆ  sˆ

(t 1f  ti1 )  (t 2f  ti2 )
2

l,

Proposed Fourier Transform-based
Method

Fig. 2 shows three real signatures captured with SiDIVS:
one corresponding to a car, another one to a van, and the last one
to a truck. For each example, the louder part corresponds to
the acquired signature, which has been normalized with
respect to its maximum value. The bottom part is the FT,
computed by means of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
algorithm, which has been also normalized respect to the
coefficient at the frequency bin f=0. The maximum
frequency bin after f=0 is marked with a dark line in the
corresponding figures. Note that the signatures of cars and
vans are very similar, although for vans we can observe a peak
at the frequency bin f = 170 greater than that appeared in the case
of cars. Moreover, as it can be concluded from observing the
FT of the truck example, its first peak or local maximum is
higher compared to those obtained for both car and van examples.

Length-based Method

sˆ 

(3)

(2)
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IV.

Experimental Results

We have captured more than nine hundred inductive signatures in one real scenario, the AC-523 road (LedoñoMeirama, Spain), as was mentioned before. At the same place
where the inductive signatures have been captured, we have
placed a video camera for the recording of the passing vehicles,
so we could associate each vehicle to its corresponding inductive
signature. Using the signatures and the video, all the signatures
have been classified into the three different types considered in
this work, i.e. cars, vans and trucks, by means of a manual
procedure.

(a) Car signature.

As it can be seen in Fig. 3, there are two inductive loop
sensors in each side of the road and, as a result, we can obtain two
signatures from each passing vehicle. These sensors are squares
with a side length of w = l = 200 cm and a distance between
their centers of 5 m. These inductive signatures will be very
similar, although there can be small differences due to the fact
that they are taken in different loops and time instants and, in
general, for different positions and accelerations of the vehicle.
For the training step, we have used a total of 909 signatures
registered in the loops 1 and 3 of the AC-523 road, with a total
number of 680 cars, 61 vans, and 168 trucks. As explained
before, the optimum thresholds obtained from the test are the
following,

(b) Van signature.

•
•

Table I shows the error percentage for each type of vehicle
classification obtained from our scenario, i.e. the AC-523 road,
with the training step (using the loops 1 and 3 for
considering all passing vehicles), and also considering the loops
2 and 4. Thus, we can register all the vehicles passing on the road.
We can see that the smallest errors are obtained when our FT
criterion is applied, with the enormous advantage of using only
one loop per lane. Moreover, most classification errors are
produced for vans, since car and van signatures are very similar,
as it can be seen in Fig. 2. However, note that the FT criterion
proposed in this paper leads to fewer errors in such case than the
corresponding length-based criterion.

(c) Truck signature.
Fig. 2. Examples of inductive signatures.

Taking into account the FT of each type of vehicle before
explained, the proposed FT-based criterion computes the FT of
the acquired signature. Then, it finds the first peak as follows,

cˆ 

max  Y ( f  0) 
Y ( f  0)

,

V.

(4)

Conclusions

This paper presents a simple method to classify vehicles
accordingly to three vehicle types: cars, vans and trucks. The
inductive signatures are transformed to the frequency domain
using the well-known Fourier transform. Experimental results
performed with our prototype, also briefly described in the paper,
show that the proposed method based on a spectral feature
extraction provides a more reduced total classification error under
real scenarios than standard strategies, but also with a very low
computational cost.

where Y(f) represents the Fourier transform coefficient
corresponding to the frequency bin f . With this estimated value,
denoted by ĉ, the vehicle type will be determined using the
following rule,

cˆ   1  Car,
 1  cˆ   2 Van,

Length-based method: 1 = 560 cm, and 2 = 650 cm.
FT-based method: 1 = 0.06, and 2 = 0.11.

(5)

cˆ   2  Truck.
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TABLE I
C LASSIFICATION ERROR (%) IN AC-523
Criteria

Cars

Vans

Trucks

Total

Length, training step

2.06

55.74

4.17

6.05

FT, loops 1 and 3, training step
FT, loops 2 and 4

1.62
2.06

31.15
32.79

4.76
8.33

4.18
5.28
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